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2020

2020 OVERVIEW

This dossier attempts to bring together  different
categories of Human Rights violations and breaches
of international law experienced by the Palestinian
people for the year 2020. Of course, this report does
not pretend to be  exhaustive. This report includes
infographics created from data collected by various
organizations, which are interpreted, exploited and
edited by the author. Hyperlinks throughout the
document provide access to the data used. 

AN ACHRS REPORT

ACHRS strongly defends Human Rights around the
world and fights to guarantee them in the Middle East.
This report is part of a desire to make human rights
violations visible in order to identify and better
eradicate them. This dossier sheds light on the
numerous acts of violence, denial of rights and
discrimination suffered by the Palestinian people.
Above all, this study reveals that these violations have
increased overall in 2020 and that the dynamics of
repression of the Palestinian people by Israel tends to
increase rather than disappear. ACHRS considers that
it is of vital importance to name, quantify, and report
the violations so that they do not fall into obliviation
and so it is impossible to turn a blind eye to them. In
the name of Human Rights, all States and
organizations adhering to them must demand that
these rights be applied by Israel towards the
Palestinian people. It is essential that binding
international law be defended, and that states show
their convictions and determination in its application.
ACHRS affirms that it is their responsibility to prove
that the repression of a people cannot be carried out
with impunity, and that economic, political, strategic
advantages cannot be sufficient to detract from the
respect for Human Rights.  



This report aims to shed light on the numerous acts of
violence committed against Palestinians by the State of

Israel. 
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict seems to be endless. Years

passing by, international community and foreign press have
lost interest in the crimes being committed. However, Israeli
repression of the Palestinian people continues and tends to

become commonplace and institutionalized. 
The defense of human rights cannot be limited to being

promoted as part of a political agenda or to serving a media
stage. Human rights must at all times be defended and

violations denounced. 
The unleashing of violence against the Palestinians has

become unbearable. The war has been banalized, the media
has normalized bombings, criminalization of children,

refugees, and demolitions. 
Denouncing the repeated violence suffered by the people of

Palestine does not mean "choosing a side" or denying
Palestinian attacks on Israeli structures and civilians exit and

happen. It means standing up against the permanent and
disproportionate oppression of a people by a foreign power.
It means reaffirming that on the one hand there is organized
repression, and on the other hand there is a popular revolt. 

 The latter is only the consequence of constant and repeated
injustices, aggravated by the use of force that results in most

of the victims being on one side, palestinian. 
The objective of this work seeks to give visibility to this

violence through key figures that cannot be ignored. Figures
that highlight the permanent and organized nature of this
violence. This work illustrates Israeli repression at several

levels and in several areas. 
 



3- A destructive
policy
Information on the demolitions,
confiscations and expropriations of
Palestinian private and public
structures by the State of Israel 

1- A
disproportionate
violence
Information on the number of deaths
and injuries in the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict from 2008 to date

SUMMARY

5- Travel between
checkpoints &
permits
Information on the system of
obtaining permits to travel in Israeli
territory for Palestinians and on the
daily obstacles hindering the
movement of Palestinians -
checkpoints

6- Prisons as
population control
Information on the number of
Palestinian detainees and prisoners in
Israel, the Israeli laws and legal
systems governing their sentencing
and the means of torture used against
them.

7- An imprisoned
childhood
Information on the number of children
detained in Israel, the Israeli laws and
legal systems that govern their trials,
and the means of torture used against
them.

2- A suffocating
fragmentation 
Information on historical and current
Israeli annexation of Palestinian land
and on Israeli settlers & settlements

4- The thirst of
Palestine 
Information on the distribution of
water resources between Israel and
Palestine and on the current
conditions of Gazan fishermen. 
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The Israeli-Palestinian conflict has led to violent clashes between the two
peoples, yet Israel is a state with an army and organized forces with
which Palestinian civilians cannot compete in terms of violence. The force
and violence used against Palestinians, especially Gazans, is in no way
proportionate to the damage caused by the Palestinian uprising. The
disproportionate Israeli violence carried out in the name of national
security only demonstrates the power of their occupation. 

A DISPROPORTIONATE
VIOLENCE 

Casualties as result of confrontations between Palestinians
and Israelis in the context of the occupation and conflict

Israeli fatalities
between 01/01/2008 &

24/01/2021 

5 592 251
Palestinian fatalities

between 01/01/2008 &
24/01/2021 

“injured” refers to people who were physically hurt in a relevant incident and received medical treatment at a clinic or
hospital, or by paramedic personnel on the site of the incident.

114 822
Palestinian injuries

between 01/01/2008 &
24/01/2021 

5 639
Israeli injuries

between 01/01/2008 &
24/01/2021 

https://www.ochaopt.org/data/casualties
https://achrs.org/english/
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Palestinian fatalities by type of weapon
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Surface-launched explosive weapons
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Live ammunition
 

30
Palestinians killed in 2020 in

the context of the occupation
and conflict - 27 of them by

live ammunition

3
Israeli killed in 2020 in the

context of the occupation and
conflict - 2 of them were

civilians

2 751
Palestinians injured in 2020 in
the context of the occupation

and conflict 
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24.1%

 
6.4%

 
6%

 
5.5%

Tear gas
Rubber bullet

Live ammunition

Physical assault

Other

Air-launched
explosive
weapons

Palestinian injuries by type of weapon
for 2020

57
Israeli injured in 2020 in the

context of the occupation and
conflict 

 
63.2%

 
36.8%

Israeli injuries by victim belonging for
2020

Israeli settlers &
other israeli civilians

Israeli forces

Israeli fatalities by victim belonging

Israeli forces
 Civilian-settlers

 

Civilian
 



The annexation of Palestinian land by Israel is not a recent phenomenon,
however the plans for annexation  of Palestinian land has accelerated in
recent years. Defying international laws and agreements signed with
Palestine, the state of Israel is occupying, annexing and stealing
Palestinian land in order to establish de facto sovereignty over more land
than it has been granted. The annexation, which is only a subset of the
injustice experienced by the Palestinians, reveals the state of the current
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The annexation reveals the reality of power
relations, there is no position of equality between the two states nor equal
resources. Annexation shows how much the one who has power "wins".

A SUFFOCATING
FRAGMENTATION 

Annexation is a term used when a state unilaterally incorporates
another territory within its borders. Annexation and territorial
conquest are forbidden by the Charter of the United Nations 

1917
 Pre-British

Mandate in
Palestine

1918-1947
 Jewish

immigration
from Europe

Jewish population
6% in 1918

33% in 1947
 

1948
 Palestinians expelled -

750 000 Palestinians
expelled by Israeli

forces

1947
 UN Partition Plan

(Resolution 181) -
This plan was never

implemented 

Arab State : 45%
Jewish State : 55%
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completely surround the Palestinians by removing the border with
Jordan
cuts off water and agricultural resources, annexation would mean
that Palestinians would be physically cut off from the Jordan River
speeds up the construction of settlements, following annexation,
Israel would consider the Jordan Valley part of its territory and so any
construction would become a local matter

 

1993 & 1995
 Oslo accords - The

Occupied West
Bank was divided

into three main
areas All maps are

from Al Jazeera
"Palestine and
Israel: Mapping
an annexation"         

Netanyahu's 2020 Annexation Plans

Netanyahu's annexation
projects planned for July 1, 
 focus mainly on the Jordan

Valley because it's a very fertile
land 

The Jordan Valley makes up
30% of the West Bank and

constitutes half of its agricultural
land

According to a map presented by Netanyahu in 2019, the areas to be
annexed would comprise 95 % of the Jordan Valley which makes up at

least 22 % of the West Bank.

Such annexation would :

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/6/26/palestine-and-israel-mapping-an-annexation#checkpoints
https://achrs.org/english/


Israeli Settlements

Palestinians
86.2%

Settlers
13.8%

 

Israeli citizens
95.4%

Israeli settlers
4.6%

West Bank Population Settlers as portion of the Israeli
Population

132 134
Outposts are settlements that

were established since the
1990's without government

approval and are considered
illegal according to Israeli law

Settlements in the West Bank
that were officially
established by the

government (East Jerusalem
excluded)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

500 000 

400 000 

300 000 

200 000 

100 000 

0 

Number of Israeli settlers by year

https://peacenow.org.il/en/settlements-watch/settlements-data/population
https://peacenow.org.il/en/settlements-watch/settlements-data/population
https://peacenow.org.il/en/settlements-watch/settlements-data/population
https://achrs.org/english/


absence of building permits is the
most common cause of home
demolitions. Indeed, these
permits are very difficult to
obtain, the delays and costs are
enormous and applications are
almost always refused.
 military "objectives" and 
collective punishment, families of
prisoners have their homes
regularly razed to the ground. 

Those destructions respond to
numerous pretexts: 

Unfortunately, demolition is an illegal and over-used Israeli strategy to
gradually evict Palestinians from the Holy City and coveted Palestinian
territories. Destructions create forced displacement, leave people
homeless, fragment and isolate Palestinian neighborhoods, and confiscate
land to Palestinian to make settlements possible.

demolition, noun : 
without trial and without obligation to present evidence. Once
the demolition order is issued, the family has 48 hours to
appeal to the military command.

A DESCTRUCTIVE
POLICY

Apart from the year 2016, the year 2020 is the one in which OCHA has
counted the most demolitions in the West Bank since it began counting and

recording them in 2009.

is an administrative procedure

Palestinian homes have
been demolished in Israel

and the Occupied Palestine
Territory  since 1948

of the buildings permits
requested by Palestinians
have been rejected since

2000. 
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Agriculture
32.5%

 
20.8%

 
16.1%

 
15.7%

 
9.7%

 
3.7%

include - confiscation, demolition, demolition & confiscation (of land)

 Palestinian-owned
structures - homes,

businesses &
infrastructure - have
been demolished in

2020

 people have
been displaced

due to those
demolitons and
confiscations in

2020

Figures include incidents
where structures were
demolished by either the
authorities or the owners,
who were forced to do so
by the authorities.                          

Demolished structures per type in 2020

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMmJkZGRhYWQtODk0MS00MWJkLWI2NTktMDg1NGJlMGNiY2Y3IiwidCI6IjBmOWUzNWRiLTU0NGYtNGY2MC1iZGNjLTVlYTQxNmU2ZGM3MCIsImMiOjh9
https://achrs.org/english/
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Area
C

78.5%

East
Jerusalem

20.5%

Area A & B
0.9%

Demolished structures by area

The vast majority of the destruction takes
place in Area C - the "Oslo II" agreements
ratified the division of the territories of the
West Bank into three zones: Areas A, B
and C - this area, which today represents
about 60% of the territory, and is home to
about 6% of the Palestinian population, is
the only continuous strip of land, and is
entirely under Israeli control, both civil
and military. It is therefore easy for the
Israeli authorities to demolish Palestinian
structures there. The Palestinian
population being small in Area C, the
eviction of Palestinians living there allows
Israel to amputate a huge part of the land
that was promised within 5 years after the
"Oslo II" agreements to the state of
Palestine.

Demolished structures by year

Area C
79%

East
Jerusalem

20%Area A & B
1%

https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMmJkZGRhYWQtODk0MS00MWJkLWI2NTktMDg1NGJlMGNiY2Y3IiwidCI6IjBmOWUzNWRiLTU0NGYtNGY2MC1iZGNjLTVlYTQxNmU2ZGM3MCIsImMiOjh9
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMmJkZGRhYWQtODk0MS00MWJkLWI2NTktMDg1NGJlMGNiY2Y3IiwidCI6IjBmOWUzNWRiLTU0NGYtNGY2MC1iZGNjLTVlYTQxNmU2ZGM3MCIsImMiOjh9
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Water is a central bone of contention in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in a
region heavily affected by water shortage.  The problem is worsening due
to the increase in demand due to constant population growth, particularly
in the OPT (Occupied Palestinian Territories).  The Israeli occupation results
in an asymmetrical distribution of water resources that are mostly owned
by Israel, even in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, despite international water
agreements and reciprocal treaties.

THE THIRST OF
PALESTINE 

73 100<
liters per capita per day, 

is the Palestinian
average water
consumption

240<
liters per capita per

day, 
is the Israeli average
water consumption

liters per capita per
day, is the World

Health Organization
minimum standard

The three sources of water in Palestine 

Mountain
Aquifer

Jordan
River

Coastal
Aquifer

Palestinians are
prevented from
accessing the
Jordan River

Palestinians have access to
13% of the Mountain Aquifer

water, the rest being
abstracted by Israel

 Gazans have access to it
after the Israelis and its

waters are so polluted that
95% are unfit for

consumption

https://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/ewash-concerned-water-restrictions-west-bank-resulting-israeli
https://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/ewash-concerned-water-restrictions-west-bank-resulting-israeli
https://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/ewash-concerned-water-restrictions-west-bank-resulting-israeli
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 Agreement, a Joint Water Committee
(JWC) was established to oversee all
water and wastewater related projects
in the West Bank. JWC is made up of
an equal number of representatives of
Israel and the Palestinian Authority,
respectively, and decisions are made
by consensus. This gave Israel a veto
power over all Palestinian water
resource projects and blocked any
request by the Palestinians to drill a
new well. Wells built or rehabilitated
without Israeli-issued permits are
systematically destroyed by the Israeli
occupation forces - The Palestine
Chronicle

Allocation of Moutain Aquifer water 

71% 17%

According to 1995 Oslo II
interim agreement

Today - (2016 Data)

Israelis Palestinians

87%
13%

Israelis Palestinians

The Oslo II agreement was supposed to have an interim period of five
years, but it is still in force today. The failure to reach a permanent
agreement led to an inequitable distribution of water resources.

As     indicated      in      the     Oslo Joint Water Committee

All Palestinians water
projects in West Bank
require JWC approval

Approval rate :

56%
100%

Palestinian projects

Israeli projects

Due to the unequal
voting of projects, since
2010, Palestinians refuse
to sit in the committee.

While the
Palestinian

population of
the West Bank

has almost
doubled since,

allocations have
remained

capped at 1995
levels.

https://www.palestinechronicle.com/annexing-the-aquifers-israeland-the-water-crisis-in-occupied-palestine/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/6/23/israel-water-as-a-tool-to-dominate-palestinians
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/6/23/israel-water-as-a-tool-to-dominate-palestinians
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/6/23/israel-water-as-a-tool-to-dominate-palestinians
https://achrs.org/english/


Overview of fishing conditions in Gaza 

 

Israel’s blockade and restrictions
on the entrance of certain types
of equipment, spare parts and

boat engines prevent
maintenance and repairs to

fishing boats

Israel severely limits the area and
distance from shore that

Palestinians are allowed to fish 

 In 2019, Israel opened fire 347
times and arrested and detained

35 fishermen, including three
children

In 2019, Israel wounded 21
fishermen, confiscated 15 boats,

destroyed 12 boats, and damaged
11 boats

Since 2000, the number of registered fishermen in Gaza has dropped from
10,000 to 2,000 actively fishing.

Maritime area of Gaza

Gaza's maritime space has halieutic and oil resources. Nevertheless, faced with the political
blockade put in place by Israel and the lack of economic resources to launch drillinng

opertaions, PA doesn't have this financial manna. Moreover, the control of the sea space by the
Israeli Navy fleet further reinforces the isolation and confinement of the Gazans

Map made by Quentin Creurer

https://www.waterjusticeinpalestine.org/key-documents
https://www.waterjusticeinpalestine.org/key-documents
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/quentin-creurer-47970317b
https://achrs.org/english/


Restricting the movement of Palestinians is another means used by Israel
to reinforce its occupation of land and its de facto sovereignty over land
that does not belong to them. These movement restrictions lead
Palestinians to live in constant uncertainty as to whether they will be able
to travel and greatly complicate the Palestinian economy. More broadly,
the travel restrictions prevent the Palestinian people from fully enjoying
their land and institutionalize the difference in treatment between Israeli
settlers and Palestinians. 

Palestinian residents of the Occupied Territories - West bank, Gaza Strip
& East-Jerusalem - must obtain a permit in order to enter Israel - East
Jerusalem included - for any purpose whatsoever – including work,
medical care and family visits. Palestinians must obtain a permit in order
to transit through Israel for travel between the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. As part of its blockade policy, Israel refuses to issue such permits
to residents of Gaza, with rare exceptions.

TRAVEL BETWEEN
CHECKPOINTS & PERMITS

The Permit System

In attempting to obtain these permits, Palestinians face an arbitrary,
entirely non-transparent bureaucratic system. Applicants have no way
of assessing the chances that their applications will be approved or how
soon. Many applications are denied without explanation, with no real
avenue for appeal. In addition, permits already granted are easily
revoked, also without explanation.

Israel has also enforced a permit system in the “seam zone” – areas
severed from the West Bank by the Separation Barrier, often separating
landowners from their land. Under this system, Palestinian farmers
must apply for permits to access their own land and renew them
repeatedly. Restrictions are imposed on anyone who is not a landowner,
and on bringing in farming equipment

https://www.pchrgaza.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Report-2020en.pdf
https://www.btselem.org/freedom_of_movement
https://achrs.org/english/


Palestinian subjects
cannot usually fly

abroad from Israel’s
international airport
and need an Israeli
permit to get to the

airport in Jordan

Palestinians in the
West Bank or Gaza

need a permit to
travel between the

units but Israel
citizens can -

excepted entering
Gaza & (formally)
areas under PA
responsability

Palestinians who live in
one territorial unit have

difficulty obtaining
status in another.

According to Israeli
law, Palestinians from

the Occupied
Territories cannot

receive permanent
status in Israel or East
Jerusalem even if they

marry Israelis

Palestinians who live in
other countries cannot

immigrate to the
Israeli-controlled areas

– even if they, their
parents or their

grandparents were
born and lived there

Israel has held Gaza
under an illegal

blockade  - defined as
hostil territory - since

2007, prohibiting
movement in or out

except for rare cases it
defines as

humanitarian

Datas from B'TSELEM

https://www.btselem.org/publications/fulltext/202101_this_is_apartheid
https://achrs.org/english/


permanent obstacles were
recorded in 2018 across the

West Bank restricting or
controlling Palestinian

vehicular, and in some cases
pedestrian, movement

400
Kilometers of   roads   are  

 prohibited   or  highly
restricted  for  Palestinian-

plated      vehicles,   excluding   
military roads and roads inside

settlements.

 Palestinians  are  forced to
use detours, which are 2 to 5
times longer than the direct

route, to reach the closest city
or service centre, excluding

East Jerusalem.

checkpoints fully or occasionally-
staffed (included in the permanent

obstacles figure)

Palestinians with Israeli work
permits cross these checkpoints

in there daily commute

705 140

70 000

88 000

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/6/26/palestine-and-israel-mapping-an-annexation#checkpoints
https://www.ochaopt.org/sites/default/files/movement_and_access_in_the_west_bank.pdf
https://www.ochaopt.org/content/over-700-road-obstacles-control-palestinian-movement-within-west-bank
https://www.ochaopt.org/content/over-700-road-obstacles-control-palestinian-movement-within-west-bank
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/6/26/palestine-and-israel-mapping-an-annexation#checkpoints
https://www.ochaopt.org/sites/default/files/movement_and_access_in_the_west_bank.pdf
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Detention and arrest are a widespread means used by Israeli forces to
control the Palestinian population. It is a powerful tool of repression,
aimed at deterring any Palestinian from rising up. All Palestinians living in
the occupied zone, when facing the law are tried by the Israeli military
court. Detentions and arrests are supported and made possible by an
Israeli judicial system and military laws that are discriminatory and violate
human rights. 

PRISON AS
POPULATION CONTROL 

Number of Palestinian prisoners at the end of each months of 2020

99.9%
of Palestinians who go before the

military court are found guilty; often
they are pressured to plead guilty in

order to reduce their sentence. 

~9%
of the of detainees are in
administrative detention

N
o

 d
at

a

N
o

 d
at

a

N
o

 d
at

a

Administrative
detainees at the
end of each
months

Total of
detainees and
prisoners at the
end of each
months

https://www.btselem.org/statistics/detainees_and_prisoners
https://www.nad.ps/en/our-position/political-prisoners
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without trial without having committed an offense,
on the grounds that he or she plans to break the law
in the future. As this measure is supposed to be
preventive, it has no time limit. The person is
detained without legal proceedings, by order of the
regional military commander, based on classified
evidence that are not revealed. This leaves the
detainees helpless – facing unknown allegations
with no way to disprove them, not knowing when
they will be released, and without being charged,
tried or convicted. - B'Tselem 

of survivors reported the use
of Threats (= emotional

blackmailing, threats directed
against their family members,

and loved ones)

61%

In   administrative   detention,   a   person   is   held

66% 40%

31%

27%

of survivors reported the use
of Sleep deprivation

of survivors reported the
use of Painful and

prolonged shackling
(stress positions)

of survivors reported the use
of Physical violence

of survivors reported the use of
Sexual harassment and

humiliation

The percentages are taken from the Public Committe Against Torture in Israel out of 102 complaints of
torture in Shin Bet interrogations filed by the PCATI over the last five years

https://www.btselem.org/administrative_detention
https://stoptorture.org.il/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Factsheet-2019-ENGLISH-TORTURE.pdf
https://achrs.org/english/


The majority of Palestinian political prisoners are charged with offenses
under Israeli military orders. These orders employ a broad definition of
“security”, such that they ban, among other things, political expression.

Vague formulation of "political gathering or interpreted as such" is
subject to interpretation and could be used to restrict a wide range
of topics on which people wish to express their opinions. Such a
restriction is not compatible with freedom of expression

The order authorizes the use of the "degree of force required" for
the purposes of its application, but does not specify what that
degree is, leaving considerable discretion and opening the door to
excessive use of force

The order does not only concern gatherings in public places, it
follows that it also restricts gatherings in private places (persons
expressing their positions in the home and their families may be
considered offenders)

PROHIBITS THE DISTRIBUTION OF POLITICAL ARTICLES AND PICTURES WITH “POLITICAL
CONNOTATIONS"

 CONSIDERS “SUPPORTING A HOSTILE ORGANIZATION BY
HOLDING A FLAG OR LISTENING TO A NATIONALIST SONG” A
“HOSTILE ACTION.”

ESTABLISHES THAT ANY ASSEMBLY( GROUPING OF TEN OR MORE ) OF POLITICAL
CHARACTER OR WHICH COULD BE “INTERPRETED AS POLITICAL”, WHETHER IT IS HELD
IN THE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SPHERE, REQUIRES A PERMIT.

Military Order 101

 Military Order 101 - amended by Order 938
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Israeli authorities made arrests and detentions of Palestinian minors from
the West Bank and Gaza a systematic and coercive practice aimed at
controlling the Palestinian society. This is in defiance of international law
and the Rights of the Child. These techniques deny a privileged
protection and a status different from that of adults in the face of justice. 

AN IMPRISONED
CHILDHOOD

Number of Palestinian children held in Israeli prisons and detention centers
at the end of each months of 2020

 Palestinian minors
were detained by

Israel in 2020

N
o

 d
at

a

N
o

 d
at

a

N
o

 d
at

a

Click here to
view data for

the years
2008 to 2020 

Palestinian minors
have been detained
by Israel since 2000

https://www.dci-palestine.org/children_in_israeli_detention
https://achrs.org/english/


Children are mainly accused
of throwing stones or other
objects, such as molotov
cocktails. According to a DCIP
survey of 108 children for the
year 2019, 70,4% of them were
detained for this reason. 20.4%
were accused of possessing
weapons, and 9,3% of
participating in a military cell.
Other charges ranged from
incitement on Facebook to
planning an attack,
membership in a banned
organization, or aiding a
wanted person.

Since 1967, Israel has operated two separate legal systems in the
same territory. In the occupied West Bank, Israeli settlers are
subject to the civilian and criminal legal system whereas
Palestinians  live under military law (only the Eastern-Jerusalem
Palestinian children are subject to the civilian criminal law).
Israel     is    the     only     country    in    the    world    that 
systematically   prosecutes   children  each  year  in
military  courts  lacking  fundamental  fair  trial  rights.

Between

Palestinian minors are
tried by military

courts each year

12-13 yo :

14-15 yo :

16-17 yo :

sentence is 6 months, the minor
must be brought before a judge
within 24 hours

years old is the age of criminal
responsibility for Palestinians under

Israeli military law

the maximum

the maximum
sentence is 1 year, the minor
must be brought before a judge
within 48 hours

prison sentences
prison sentences are the same
as for adults.

In Israeli military law :

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/dcipalestine/pages/5323/attachments/original/1607223782/Solitary_Report_2020_05DEC2020.pdf
https://achrs.org/english/


of the arrests take place at
night during raids by

soldiers

66%

of the minors arrested
have their hands tied

and 94% are blindfolded

100%

of minors and their
families are not informed

of the reason for the
arrest

88%

are strip searched
before detention

98%

100%
do not have a lawyer or
parent present during

interrogation

are subjected to stress
positions during

interrogation

endured a prolonged
period of isolation of 16 or

more days 

71%
are victims of physical

violence during
interrogation and

detention80%

40%

The percentages are taken from the "Isolated & alone" survey conducted by DCI Palestine on 108 Palestinian
children detained by Israel for the year 2019
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